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If you are in search of a cell having simple operating system, having a support of 2G and 3G
network, good color resolution with fair mega pixel camera, supporting features of GPS and mailing
facility and fair memory support then your quest comes to end here with Nokia C5.

It is not only light weighed cell phone, but also great compatibility with an array of features. It is a
Symbian S60 based edition phone which has high 3G speed and 128 Mb RAM size to enable
applications to run smoothly. This brilliant Nokia invention looks chic and is available in attractive
colors like white and warm grey, which gives cell more deliberate look. It has been attracting the
phone lovers and the number for the same has been increasing with each passing day in the
market. Being a complete package of stylish cell phone, it has feast of functionalities enclosed with
suave look.

Nokia C5 is having processor of 600 MHz ARM 11 which makes processing very fast and possibility
of multi task. The cell is having a one of most popular operating system for mobile- Symbian. Best
thing about this system is that it is less complex compare to system like android, blackberry OS, IOS
(Apple) and many more. Requirement of large memory storage capacity can be full filled by this
model, having internal memory of 50 MB and expandable up to 16 GB. It serves you with great
clarity and brightness of images with its 3.2 inches screen. Having resolution of 340 to 240 pixels
and approximate 16 million colours, the displayed image just dazzles on the screen!  To assist the
user in typing numbers and alphabets, this handset comes with hand recognition with image editing
of accelometer sensor.

This unit has GPS function which utilizes Nokia Maps and it also supports A-GPS Support, as and
when required. With a range of connectivity options for web access, Wi-Fi with its in-built HSDPA
connection, it also has features such as USB connectivity, Bluetooth, GPRS and of course, the ever-
lasting EDGE connectivity too. This phone also supports Ovi maps 3.0 and also Nokia Instant
Messaging.
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